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Tercer ejercicio: Prueba de conocimiento del idioma - Inglés 

El candidato deberá responder el siguiente cuestionario que consta de 50 preguntas. En 
cada pregunta se deberá elegir una única opción entre A, B, C o D, siendo sólo una de ellas 
correcta. 

El candidato dispondrá de 90 minutos para completar el cuestionario. 

TERCER EJERCICIO: INGLÉS 

1. lf you like, you ........................... far two days. 

A stay B can stay e would stay D stayed 

2. We can see the tower from our hotel. 

We ........................ see the tower from our hotel. 

A are able to B are allowed to C are suppose to D have to 

3. lf everybody ................... , we could hold a meeting tomorrow. 

A agrees B was agreed C will agree D would agree 

4. They canceled all the flights out of Chicago today because of the blizzard. lf it 

............................. so hard, 1 would not be stuck in the airport. 

A would snow B snowed C were not snowing D will snow 

S. Nobody knows exactly why he died. But we think it ................. been an accident. 

A should have 8 might have C can have D must have 

6. John ................ gone on holiday. 1 saw him this morning downtown. 

A should not have B can have C might not have D can't have 

7. John's usually home by now. Where do you think he is? - He ..... late. He has a big project to 

finish. 

A might be working 8 might work C must work D could work 

8. lf 1 ............ enough money, 1 ............... around Europe. But, unfortunately, 1 am broke. 

A have / will backpack 8 had I would backpack 

e didn't have / would backpack D had had / would have 

9. l'm sorry, 1 didn't know you were allergic to chocolate. lf 1 ............... , 1 .......... you a vanilla 

birthday cake. 

A know / will have made B knew / would make 

C had known I would have made D had known I won 't have made 



10. : The rain might freeze later today and turn into: 

A drizzle B hail C dew D flood 

11. The picnic was canceled .................. bad weather. 

A because B due to C despite D although 

12. Mr Skalds had purchased the laptop far all of his children, but the oldest behaved 

as if it were .............. hers. 

A swiftly B exclusively e doubtly D suddenly 

13. Whenever Ali is late, he ............. easy-to-believe stories, but he cannot deceive our 

English teacher. 

A puts through B takes in C makes up D wears off 

14. I think he made this decision so ............... that it was too late when he realised that 

he'd made a mistake. 

A hastily B solely e reasonably D legibly 

15. There is a/an .......... of fish in this region so it is the main meal of local people. 

A scarcity B provision e abundance D restriction 

16. If you hadn't ............ the red light, you wouldn't have crashed your car. 

A broken B overtaken C ignored D complied 

17. While sorne regions are suffering from .............. , others are experiencing heavy 

rains and floods. 

A drought B floods C friction D dry 

18. He made a hale in the fence so that he could ............ through without being seen. 

A peer B blink C wink D peep 

19. It was a lovely day so we decided to ............... in the park far an hour. 

A stroll B stray e creep D limp 
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20. At every hour on the radio there are six ............... so that people can check the 

precise ti me. 

A squeaks B pops e pips D cracks 



21. As all the hotels in the town were full up, we tried to find accommodation in a 

................. village. 

A close B near e nearby D neigbour 

22. One rainy night the old bridge ............. into the river without warning. 

A submerged B collapsed e immersed D relapsed 

23. The judge is worried because different witnesses have given a different 

sequence of events. 

A The witnesses had to be called in order by the judge as they described the 

sequence of events. 

B The judge is disturbed that the sequence of events described by the various 

witnesses is in all cases identical. 

e The judge is concerned that there is no agreement among the witnesses as to 

the order in which the events occurred. 

D What the judge found so upsetting was that there were so many discrepancies 

between the witnesses' account of the incident. 

24. You should get sorne professional advice if you're thinking about changing 

the system radically. 

A My professional advice to you is to avoid any major changes in the system. 

B Don't make any radical changes in the scheme; that's my advice to you. 

e It would be very unprofessional behaviour if you were to make any major 

changes in the system. 

D lf you're considering major alterations in procedures, 1 suggest you consult an 

expert. 

25. A good book review lets you know whether it's the sort of book you want 

to read or not. 

A One ought to be able to understand from a book review which books are worth 

reading. 

B The prime function of any book review should be to establish whether or nota 

book is worth reading. 

C To be good, a book review has to establish who would enjoy reading it. 

D You can understand from a good book review whether or not it's the kind of 

book you enjoy. 
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26. Fortunately, the car was travelling too slowly for anyone to be badly hurt 

in the accident. 

A Fortunately, the car was travelling so slowly that no one was injured. 

B Luckily, the car wasn't travelling fast enough for anyone to be badly hurt in 

the accident. 

C Luckily, the car was slow enough for the drivers to be rescued from the 

accident alive. 

D Fortunately, the car was travelling too slowly for people to avoid the accident. 

27. No one else brought a present but Charles. 

A Charles was the only person who didn't bring a present. 

B The only one that brought a present was Charles. 

C Everyone brought a present to Charles 

D Nobody brought a present and nor did Charles. 

28. Hardly any of the islanders have failed to adapt to modern life. 

A The islanders have not adapted to modern life. 

B All of the islanders have adapted to modern life. 

C The islanders have nearly all adapted to modern life. 

D The islanders are supposed to have adapted to modern life. 

29. Until I went to England, I had thought that I would dislike eating fish and 

chips. 

A I enjoyed eating fish and chips in England, contrary to my expectations. 

B 1 ate fish and chips in England and 1 doubt whether 1 liked it or not. 

C Had I never gone to England, I would never have known how delicious fish 

and chips are. 

D I was really unwilling to go to England because I didn't want to eat fish and 

chips there. 

30. What you expect them to do is quite impossible. 

A Your expectations are rather high. 

B It's out of the question for them to do what you anticipate. 

C The task you gave them to do is quite impossible. 

D You're waiting in vain to see your expectations come true. 
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l 31. She .................. unwell for several days when she was taken to hospital. 

A had been feeling B has been feeling C was feeling D had felt 

32. During this year we ............. many advances in computer science. 

A had seen B have seen C saw D are seeing 

33. It is expected that man ......... on several planets by the end of this century. 

A would have landed B will be landing 

e will have been landed D will have landed 

34. No, 1 don't mind waiting at all, ............... it doesn't take you more than an hour. 

A while B in spite of e as long as D even if 

35. So me peo ple have never known ............... it is like to be free. 

A which B what e when D that 

36. The man .............. robbed the bank has been arrested. 

A who have B whom C whose sons D while he 

37. The news of another terrorist bomb attack .............. received here early on 

Monday. 

A were B was e will have D has been 

38. They live ................ the other si de of the road. 

A in B on C for D by 

39. He isn't ............... to reach the ceiling. 

A so tall B as tall C enough tall D tall enough 

40. I've brought you .................. flowers for your birthday. 

A few B a few C little D a little 

41. Would you mind ................... the window? 

A that I open B open e to open D opening 

42. Are you interested .............. tennis tomorrow? 

A in playing B for plying C on playing D to play 



43. Her father didn't let her ................ out with him. 

A to go B go e going D that she went 

44. I'm going to the passport office ... 

A to stamp my passport B for stamping my passport 

e to have stamped my passport D to have my passport stamped 

45. Who is responsible .................. the arrangements? 

A for make B to make C to making D for making 

46. He wanted to know ................. there. 

A how long time 1 had been B how long had 1 been 

e how long time had 1 been D how long 1 had been 

47. He finally ............... the driving test after failing three times. 

A succeeded in passing B succeeded to pass 

C could pass D managed passing 

48. I asked Lorena what Mike ............ about when 1 went into his room, but she told 

me that she ............. no idea. 

A was talking / was having 

e had been talking / had 

B talked / has 

D talks / is having 

49. In parts of Anatolia, many different fruits ............ by many people in the sun for 

consumption during winter. 

A have still dried B are still dried e still dried D are still drying 

50. We are planning to have our flat .............. this year. 

A to paint B painted C paint D painting 

EXTRA QUESTIONS: 

51. When Patricia ............ into her car, she remembered she ............ the water boiler on. 

A was getting / has left B got / had left 

C had got / leaves D got / was leaving 

52. There was ................ smoke in the small room ................ 1 couldn't breathe. 

A so many / that B so much / that 

C such / when D such a / that 
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